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Maintech Achieves ISO 9001:2008
Certification
CRANFORD, N.J.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Maintech, a leading IT Infrastructure Support
Services provider, announced that they have achieved certification for the ISO 9001:2008
quality standard. After completing independent audits, Maintech was recommended for the
ISO 9001:2008 certification in the “IT Infrastructure Support Services” category.

ISO 9001:2008 is an internationally recognized standard for business Quality Management
Systems (QMS) that focuses on continuous improvement as a means to increase client
satisfaction. The audit provides a meticulous framework for instituting and optimizing
processes that help improve company efficiency, minimize risk, and maximize opportunity.

Bill Rudowitz, Maintech’s Director of Quality, commented, “The process of having our Quality
Management System certified reinforces what has always been a guiding principle at
Maintech: delivering quality service is priority #1. We will continue to use this framework to
improve our processes as we work to continually enhance our service delivery capabilities.”

Frank D’Alessio, Maintech’s President, further commented that “Maintech’s prime mission is
delivering its ISS programs to the most demanding clients in the global marketplace. In such
markets, quality in all facets of the client/vendor relationship is an imperative, and achieving
this ISO 9001:2008 certification gives our clients and partners an additional measure of
confidence in choosing Maintech.”

About Maintech

Maintech is a business component of the Computer Services segment of Volt Information
Sciences, Inc. For more than 38 years, Maintech has delivered IT Infrastructure Support
Services (ISS) to the most demanding clients around the world. Maintech supports servers,
storage and network devices from all major OEMs with services ranging from on-site
hardware maintenance and server administration, to Remote NOC Monitoring and Managed
Services. Maintech’s ISS program is recognized as the premier, comprehensive service
offering in the independent IT services marketplace.

For more information about Maintech’s dedication to quality services, contact Bill Rudowitz
at (973)330-3277 or via email at Wrudowitz@maintech.com, or visit www.maintech.com
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